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The (Sc1xZrx)(Co1yNiy)2-Hz system has been studied using both experimental techniques
and ab initio calculations. The material was synthesised through high temperature
synthesis and characterised using powder XRD. Hydrogen absorption and desorption was
studied in-situ using synchrotron radiation. Maximal storage capacity increased when Co
replaced Ni and substitution of Sc for Zr increased the equilibrium pressure. Density
functional based calculations reproduce the experimental trends in terms of cell param-
eters both for the non-hydrogenated systems as well as for the hydrogenated systems, and
helped to quantitatively understand the observed hydrogen uptake properties.
Copyright ª 2013, The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY-NC-SA license.1. Introduction until there is a demand for it. Additionallymobile applicationsThe feasibility of large scale use of renewable energy sources
is dependent on energy storage. Except for hydroelectric
power, which has an inherent storage capacity, renewable
sources such as wind and solar power, produces energy
unevenly and will often produce less or more energy than is
needed. This overproduction is wasted unless it can be stored3.
uu.se, jonas.aangstroem@
blished by Elsevier Ltd.
53need an energy carrier on board unless it depends on energy
transfer from the road, overhead line etc. A pilot project by
Enertrag in Prenzlau, Germany where the overproduction of
three wind turbines is turned into H2(g) electrochemically that
can be both used as fuel in car or burned in a turbine together
with biogas to produce electricity when needed is an example
of this kind of scheme [1]. Since H2(g) takes up a large volumegmail.com (J. A˚ngstro¨m).
Open access under CC BY-NC-SA license.
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air/H2(g) mixtures one of the main challenges for a large scale
adoption of hydrogen as an energy carrier is compact and safe
storage. Metal hydrides offer a safe and compact hydrogen
storage.
Laves phases, or AB2 compounds, are a large family of
intermetallic compounds that have been studied both for
interstitial hydrogen storage and as Ni-MH anode materials
[2,3]. Both the structure of MgCu2 (C15 cubic) and MgZn2 (C14
hexagonal) type Laves phases can be constructed from Friauf
polyhedra with B elements decorating the vertices and an A
element in the center [4,5]. Ideally the radius of the A element
should be 1.225 times larger than the B element but in reality
this can vary from at least 1.05 to 1.68 [6].
For the cubic C15 structure there are three types of tetra-
hedral sites where one can expect to find the hydrogen. In
Fig. 1 these sites are denoted by the letters b, e, and g. There
are in total 8 b-, 32 e-, and 96 g-sites. The differences between
these sites are the types of atoms that constitute the tetra-
hedrons. The b-type tetrahedrons consist of 4 B atoms, the e-
type ones of 1 A and 3 B atoms, and the g-type ones of 2 A and 2
B atoms.
By mixing multiple A and B elements, and thereby obtain-
ing a so called pseudo-binary AB2 compound, a hydrogen
storage material with the desired properties can be designed.
The larger A elements commonly form very stable hydrides
(e.g., Ti, Sc andZr) and the smaller B elements formmore labile
hydrides (e.g., Co, Mn, Ni and V). Except from achieving the
right equilibrium pressure for the desired application of the
material (decided by the stability of the hydrides) [7] the role of
the A and B elements is to improve other properties of the
materials, such as the slope of the plateau of the equilibrium
pressure in Pressure Concentration Isotherms (PCI), corrosion
resistance or catalysis of hydrogen uptake and release. For the
related AB5 compound J.C. Achard et al. [8] found an inverse
linear relationship between the natural logarithm of the
equilibrium pressure at 40 C and the change in volume
caused by the substituting elements which is an alternate
explanation to the theory of binary hydrides. A comprehensive
list of the role of the individual elements in interstitial
hydrogen storagematerials used in Ni-MHbatteries is found in
the reviews by F. Cuevas et al. and J. Kleperis et al. [9,10].Fig. 1 e Cubic C15 laves structure with the three possible
types of interstitial tetrahedral sites labelled as (b), (g), and
(e). The larger light spheres represent A elements (Zr, Sc)
while the smaller dark spheres represent the smaller B
elements (Co, Ni).Because of its relatively low weight, Sc has a rather high
inherent storage capacity (4.3 wt% in ScH2 which has a heat of
formation of 200 kJ mol1) [11]. Many different Sc-based
alloys and intermetallic compounds have been studied such
as Mg0.65Sc0.35 [12], ScAl0.8Mg0.2 [13] as well as Laves phases
Sc(Al1xNix)2 [14,15] and Sc0.50Zr0.5(Nix1Mx)2 (M ¼ Mn and V)
[16]. Zr, with a heat of formation of162 kJ mol1 for ZrH2 [11],
is a more than twice as heavy element than Sc. However,
substituting Sc for Zr in C15 Laves phases has been shown to
improve durability, at the cost of initial discharge, in cyclic
voltametry [17]. Both Co and Ni form relatively unstable
interstitial hydrides [18].
Understanding how the composition of a material affects
the storageproperties is essential in thedesignofnewhydrogen
storage materials. This work aims at understanding how
composition affects the hydrogen storage properties in the
(Sc1xZrx)(Co1yNiy)2 system when the Sc/Zr and Ni/Co ratios
are varied in a systematic manner. These properties were
evaluatedusing in-situx-raydiffraction andab inito calculations.2. Method
2.1. Synthesis
The samples were synthesised via arc-melting stoichiometric
amounts of the constituent metals, Ni (99.995% pure, ESPI
Metals) Co (99,999% pure, Johnson Matthey), Zr (99.8% pure
[99.9% if Hf and O are discounted], Goodfellows), Sc (99.9%
pure, Stanford Materials). The chamber was flushed 3 times
with high purity argon and a titanium getter was melted for
5 min to remove residual oxygen before the sample was
melted. To ensure homogeneity the samples were re-melted 5
times under a 40 kPa argon atmosphere and turned and
weighted between each melting. The resulting metal pieces
were heat treated in evacuated silica tubes for one week at
920 C. Finally the samples were ball-milled in a cemented
carbide ball mill for about 3 min and sieved through a 150 mm
sieve.
2.2. Characterisation ex-situ X-ray powder diffraction
The samples were characterised on a zero background Si
sample holder in a Bruker D8 powder X-ray diffractometer
equipped with a Va˚ntec position sensitive detector with 4
opening using monochromated CuKa1 (l ¼ 1.540598 A) radia-
tion. Refinement using the Rietveldmethod [19], implemented
in the FullProf.2K [20] program (version 5.20) was performed
on the patterns for phase analysis. Cell parameters were
determined using the observed maximum intensities peak
positions in the program UnitCell [21].
2.3. In-situ synchrotron radiation powder X-ray
diffraction
In-situ diffraction experiments were performed at I711 beam-
line on the MAXII synchrotron at the Max IV Laboratory in
Lund, which has a large area Titan CCD detector, using a
purpose-built sample holder that is capable of withstanding
elevated pressures and temperatures [22,23]. The high
Fig. 2 e Diffractogram of the heat treated and ball-milled
Sc0.5Zr0.5CoNi sample, the calculated pattern, expected
peak positions (marked by triangles), and the difference
between the patterns.
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that the sample was placed in a 0.5 mm inner diameter fused
silica capillary which was in turn placed in a single crystal
sapphire tube that was mounted in the sample holder. A LaB6
external standard was used to determine sample e detector
distance and wavelength. Diffractograms were recorded dur-
ing 5e30 s as the experiments were conducted.
After flushing the sample holder 3 times with Ar(g), 15 MPa
H2 pressurewas applied. The samples were activated at 100 C
after which the samples were cooled down to a lower tem-
perature (between room temperature, approximately 23 C,
and 60 C). Hydrogen was then cycled in and out of the sam-
ples by alternating between 15 MPa H2(g) pressure and vac-
uum multiple times. Storage capacity was estimated using
Peisl’s relationship [24].
Data reductionwas performed using the fit2d [25] program.
Integrated patterns were fitted to expected patterns using
sequential refinement [19] in the FullProf.2k [20] program
(version 5.20) and sin q and cos q dependent errors were
refined using the cell parameters obtained from the ex-situ
data. Before the sequential refinement all the refined param-
eters for the mother and hydride phase were refined on a
diffractogram of mother compound and hydride respectively.
In the sequential refinement all parameters except the scale
factors of the two phases, which in turn gives the relative
amounts of the two phases, were fixed. A box restraint was
also placed on the aforementioned scale factors so that they
would not get stuck in false minima.
2.4. Density functional theory calculations
The Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [26e29] was
used to perform first principles calculations. The interactions
between the electrons and ions were described using
the projector-augmented-wave method [30,31]. The Per-
deweBurkeeErnzerhof (PBE) approach [32,33] was employed to
approximate the exchange and correlation terms in the density
functional theory (DFT) method. A 9 9 9 G centered
Monkhorst-Pack [34] k-point grid was used to sample the Bril-
louin zone. A conjugate gradient algorithm was employed to
relax the ionic positions to a local energy minimum.
When dealing with random alloys, the distribution of Sc
and Zr on the A positions and Co and Ni on the B positions
(see Fig. 1) are considered arbitrary.With four elements and 24
atomic positions there are too many permutations of atomic
constellations to test them all individually. Different constel-
lations were therefore generated randomly and structurally
relaxed to the nearest local energy minimum, following the
DFT-based approach described in the preceding paragraph
until the generating process of additional random arrange-
ments of elements on A- and B-sites was found to lead to
essentially degenerate energy levels for the five constellations
with the lowest energy.
Hydrides of the desired H/M ratio were then formed by the
introduction of H atoms into the interstitial sites. Here too, a
large number of possible ways exist to place the atoms. The
e-sites (see Fig. 1) were partially filled after finding them to be
the most energetically favourable for small concentrations of
hydrogen (i.e. H/M ¼ 1/24). One hydrogen atomwas placed into
either a b-, g-, or e-site, and the structure was then relaxed andthe total energy was calculated. This was done for five different
b-, g-, and e-sites for the composition Sc0.50Zr0.50CoNi. The
e-sites were found to be on average 0.095 eV lower in energy
than the g-sites and 0.158 eV lower in energy than the b-sites.3. Results and discussion
3.1. Experimental and theoretical characterisation of the
non-hydrogenated material
The phase analysis indicated that all samples were single
phase cubic Laves phase except the ScNi2 and Sc0.75Zr0.25CoNi
which contained less than 2% of an impurity phase with CsCl-
type structure in addition to the cubic Laves phase. Fig. 2
shows an example of the result of such refinement for the
Sc0.5Zr0.5CoNi sample and the refined cell parameters are
found in Table 1. The contaminating phase in the
Sc0.75Zr0.25CoNi sample can also explain the aberration from
Vergard’s law for this sample.
The refined cell parameters for ScCo2 and ScCoNi, see
Table 1, are very similar, which is not surprising since Co
and Ni have the same metallic radii (1.25 A) [35], and are
in agreement with data reported by Collings et al.
(6.927 0.002A) [36]. The slight deviation of the a parameter of
ScNi2 from this value can, like the deviation fromVergard’s for
the Sc0.75Zr0.25CoNi sample, probably be explained by the
small amount of contaminating CsCl-type phase in the sam-
ple. The refined cell parameter a of ZrCoNi is also close to
6.9495 A reported by Oliveira and Harris [37].
An increase in volume is observed when the ratio of Zr to
Sc is increased in both theoretical and experimental data, see
Table 1, even though the Zr atoms metallic radius is smaller
(1.59 A) [35] than the Sc atoms metallic radius (1.61 A) [35].
Both Zr and Sc atoms are what Pauling defined as hypoelec-
tronic metal atoms, i.e. that they have fewer valence electrons
than available orbitals, which want to absorb electrons from
other atoms such as Ni and Co (which are examples of buffer
metal atoms) and in this way increase their stability [38]. The
increased stability will cause a contraction of the size of the
atom for hypoelectronic elements [39].
The explanation for the rising volume in the theoretical
calculation is that the ratio of Zr to Sc is increased, and in the
Table 1 e Comparison between refined, using UnitCell
[21], and theoretical data from DFT for the unit cell
parameter a of the different compositions.
Composition aexesitu/A˚ atheoretical/A˚ Da/A˚
ScNi2 6.9213(2) 6.88 0.04
ScCoNi 6.9263(2) 6.86 0.07
ScCo2 6.9276(2) 6.82 0.11
Sc0.75Zr0.25CoNi 6.9364(3) 6.87 0.07
Sc0.50Zr0.50CoNi 6.9400(3) 6.88 0.06
Sc0.25Zr0.75CoNi 6.9479(5) 6.89 0.06
ZrCoNi 6.9550(1) 6.90 0.06
Fig. 3 e Total volume of the C15 laves phase unit cell as
function of themetal to hydrogen ratio (H/M). Experimental
data is shown as symbols connected by dashed lines while
theoretical data is presented by the same set of symbols
connected through full lines. The error bars are given by ±
half the standard deviation. In the top panel (a) the amount
of Sc is held constant while the ratio of Co to Ni is varied. In
the bottom panel (b) the ratio of Co and Ni is held constant
while the ratio of Sc to Zr is varied.
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radius than Sc, resulting in a larger volume when Zr replaces
Sc. For Sc(CoxNi1x) the difference in WignereSeitz radius is
small between Ni and Co and it cannot account for the dif-
ference in volume because theWignereSeitz radius is actually
slightly larger for Co than for Ni. However, we carried out a
Bader charge analysis in which we found that the charge
separation in ScNi2 is stronger than in ScCo2. On average, Sc
carries a charge of þ1.347 e in ScCo2, while it is þ1.368 e in
ScNi2. For Co the charge is 0.674 e and for Ni it is 0.684 e. As
a consequence of the stronger charge separation in ScNi2 than
in ScCo2, we have on the one hand stronger Coulomb attrac-
tion between ions of opposite charge, and on the other hand,
stronger Coulomb repulsion between ions of equal charge.
Overall thus, repulsion dominates, leading to a larger lattice
constant in ScNi2 compared to ScCo2.
If the tabulated metal radii are inserted into a C15 unit cell
with the refined cell parameters it is clear that the size limiting
factor is AeA and BeB contact. For the extreme cases ScCoNi
and ZrCoNi the radii of Sc and Zr have to be reduced to 1.50 A
and 1.51 A respectively to fit in the structure as hard spheres.
There is good agreement between the theoretical and
experimental results apart from a small systematic difference
in volume, see Table 1. Thermal expansion could explain some
of the difference since the theoretical values are calculated for
0 K and the experimental data was obtained at approximately
298 K. There is a trend in the difference Da between the theo-
retical and experimental cell parameters: Da is found to rise
when the Co content in the composition increases.
A paper by B.Mayer et al. [40] comparing properties of cubic
binary Laves phases obtained from ab-intio calculations and
experiments found that the experiments underestimated the
cell parameters by about 0.1 A and that the linear thermal
expansion coefficient, aL, of these Laves phases were between
5.6 mK1 and 18.7 mK1. This would mean a thermal expansion
from 0 to 298 K of between 0.01 A and 0.04 A for a compound
with the cell parameter a¼ 6.9A. This cannot fully explain the
difference between the Da values but cryostatic diffraction
experiments could show if some of this difference could be
explained by different thermal expansion coefficients for
samples with different compositions.
3.2. Introduction of hydrogen atoms in DFT
Fig. 3 shows a combined plot of the experimentally measured
and theoretically calculated volumes of the unit cell as a
function of the ratio of hydrogen to metal atoms. Differentatomic configurations with very similar energy can have
relatively big difference in volume as H is introduced in the
DFT calculations of the structure. For example, in the case of
Sc0.25Zr0.75CoNi for H/M ¼ 0.5, there is a 0.066 eV (0.0031%)
difference in energy and a 2.31 A3 (0.063%) difference in vol-
ume between the lowest energy state and the second lowest
energy state. Thus, in relative terms the volume can vary
approximately 20 times stronger than the energy when these
two configurations are compared. As discussed in section 2.4,
the energy levels are essentially degenerate for the constel-
lations with the lowest energy, however, that is not the case
for the volume. Therefore the volumes displayed in Fig. 3 were
calculated as the average over all the tested distributions of
hydrogen. A total of 100 different distributions were tested for
each datapoint. This was done to ensure that (on average) the
hydrogen would be homogenously distributed throughout the
unit cell, rather than being concentrated in one region only.
The error bars are given by  half the standard deviation.
The trend is a linear change in volume when we alter the
hydrogen concentration for all investigated values of x (i.e.
0.25, 0.50, and 0.75) in Sc1xZrxCoNi. The average cell expan-
sion is found to be 2.72  0.14 A3 per hydrogen atom. The
experimental value expected for a Laves phase is 2.9 A3/H-
atom known as Peisls relationship [24]. For Sc(CoxNi1x)2 we
see a very small decrease in the average cell expansion per
added hydrogen atom when we compare the slopes between
H/M¼ 0 to 0.5 andH/M¼ 0.5 to 1. The average cell expansion is
found to be 2.36  0.02 A3 per hydrogen atom.
Table 2 e Cell parameters of the mother and hydride
phases from in-situ experiments. The amount of
hydrogen was calculated from the volumetric difference
using Peisl’s relationship. Sc0.25Zr0.75CoNi and ZrCoNi are
not included since they did not show any hydrogen
absorption. The standard deviations were obtained from
refinement in FullProf [20].
Composition ainesitu/A˚ T/C ahydride/A˚ DV/A˚
3 H/M
ScNi2 6.9185(7) 60 7.2660(6) 52.49 0.75
ScCoNi 6.9257(4) 60 7.3036(4) 57.39 0.82
ScCo2 6.9260(5) 60 7.378(1) 69.48 1.00
Sc0.75Zr0.25CoNi 6.9371(3) 30 7.2795(4) 51.91 0.75
Sc0.50Zr0.50CoNi 6.9388(2) 30 7.1983(4) 38.90 0.56
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concentrations of hydrogen (i.e., H/M¼ 0.5e1) in some cases led
to hydrogen atoms leaving from the e-sites (see Fig. 1). This
might suggest that just filling the e-sites based on the results for
low concentrations (i.e., H/M ¼ 1/24) is not a sufficiently accu-
rate model for higher concentrations. When randomly distrib-
uting hydrogen atoms into the e-sites, there is always the
possibility that in some cases an uneven distribution is created.
Then, upon relaxation of the ionic positions, it may become
energetically favourable to move hydrogen away from some e-
sites to other types of adjacent sites if hydrogen atoms have
been packed too close in some parts of the unit cell. Hydrogen
will thus move to those adjacent neighbouring sites for which
the joining pathway possesses the lowest energy barrier.
3.3. In-situ experiments
Hydrogen uptake was seen for all samples except the
Sc0.25Zr0.75CoNi and ZrCoNi sample in the form of cell
expansion, i.e. a shift of peaks towards lower angles as seen in
Fig. 4. Activation, i.e. that the rate of absorption accelerated
after each cycle, was observed for all samples which absorbed
hydrogen. No formation of any other phases than the hydride
and reformation of the original phase was observed. The ki-
netics of the absorption and desorption differed greatly be-
tween the samples with different composition. Desorption of
H2 from the samples without Zr was so slow that the cycling
had to be carried out at 60 C instead of 30 C or it would take
unreasonably long time to perform. For the samples with Zr
on the other hand the H2 desorption was almost instant as
soon as the vacuum was applied, see Fig. 4. This difference in
kinetics can be explained by the lower affinity of Zr to H
compared to the affinity of Sc to H. This kind of change in
kinetics as a function of hydrogen affinitywas also found in an
other study of AB2 materials when Ti was replaced by Zr [41].
The storage capacity at 15 MPa, estimated using Peisl’s
relationship [24], decreases as Sc is replaced by Zr, see Table 2.
A probable explanation for this behaviour is that the equilib-
rium pressure increases as Sc is replaced by Zr, since the hy-
dride formed by Sc is much more stable and the equilibrium
pressure is a function of heat of formation [42,7]. PCI data from
previous studies on Zr/Sc based C15 Laves phase compoundsFig. 4 e Results from in-situ experiments on Sc0.5Zr0.5CoNi
cycled under 15 MPa and vacuum at 30 C after activation.
To the left: Diffraction patterns plotted as a function of
time. To the right the relative amount of the two phases.by M. Toshida et al. [16,17] suggests that the plateau is
increasedwith increased Zr content. This apparent increase in
equilibrium pressure with the substitution for Zr does not
follow the trend of AB5 compounds were the expected effect
would be a decreased equilibrium pressure as Zr is added
because of increased unit cell size. If there was lowering of
equilibrium pressure and the decreasing amount of hydrogen
was an effect of lowered maximal storage capacity it is unex-
pected that no absorption at all is seen for the samples with
more Zr than Sc0.50Zr0.50CoNi. A high pressure PCI experiments
by Filipek et al. suggests that ZrCo2 requires higher pressures
than 80 MPa, at 25 C, to reach its equilibrium pressure [43].
The other trend seen in Table 2 is that the amount of
hydrogen absorbed by thematerial is lowered as x increases in
ScCo1xNix. This is not an effect of increased equilibrium
pressure but rather a decreasedmaximal storage capacity. PCI
experiments by Yoshida and Akiba [44] showed that ScNi2
only absorbed 0.65H/M under 4 MPa H2 pressure at 40 C while
ScCo2 absorbed 1H/M under the same conditions, the shape of
the curves also suggests that this is not because ScNi2 has a
slightly higher equilibrium pressure than ScCo2. The fact that
the equilibrium pressure changes from below 4 MPa at 40 C
for ScCo2 to above 80 MPa at 25 C for ZrCo2 strongly supports
the theory that a similar increase in equilibrium pressure can
be expected in the Sc1xZrxCoNi system as x increases.4. Conclusions
An increased unit cell volume was observed both in experi-
mental and theoretical data, as x increases in Sc1xZrxCoNi;
this is caused by a smaller decrease in radius for Zr than Sc
from their elemental radii. The refined cell parameters
correspond well to values reported in the literature. The dif-
ference between the refined experimental cell parameters and
the ones calculated from density functional theory were on
average 0.07 A and depend on the Co content. The smaller cell
parameters of the theoretical values can be explained by
overbinding of atoms in density functional theory, as well as
thermal expansion in experiments.
Theoretical calculations suggest that for low concentra-
tions (i.e., H/M ¼ 1/24) the hydrogen atoms are more likely to
be found at the e-sites. It was furthermore found from theory
that for higher concentrations (i.e., H/M¼ 0.5e1) the hydrogen
atoms could move occasionally to other adjacent interstitial
i n t e r n a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 3 8 ( 2 0 1 3 ) 9 7 7 2e9 7 7 8 9777sites during relaxation. It is likely that more than one type of
interstitial position is occupied at high H/M ratio.
The equilibrium pressure increases as Sc is substituted by
Zr. This is explained by the theory of binary hydrides which
states that the equilibrium pressure is a function of stability of
the binary hydrides of the elements which form the com-
pound. This increasematches the behavior of the binary Laves
phases ScCo2 and ZrCo2. The maximal hydrogen storage ca-
pacity is decreased as Ni is replaced by Co. When Sc is
replaced by Zr the desorption kinetics are faster which can be
explained by the lower affinity of Zr for H.
The calculations predict an average cell expansion of
2.72  0.14 A3 per hydrogen atom for Sc1xZrxCoNi which is in
good agreementwith the 2.9A3 expected for Laves phases. This
confirms that estimating the amount of hydrogen from cell
expansion is viable for the (Sc1xZrx)(Co1yNiy)2 system. For
Sc(CoxNi1x)2 we see an average cell expansion of 2.36 0.02A3.Acknowledgements
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